CONCEALED ELECTRIC HINGE MODIFICATION

Available in Tri-Con and Five Knuckle. Available on Ball Bearing and Antifriction Bearing hinges only. May not be available on all sizes or finishes. Contact Hager Customer Service for availability.

(For Swing Clear, Wide Throw, Half Surface, Half Mortise, Raised Barrel and Jamb Surface Mount, contact Hager Sales and Service for pricing and availability.)

CONCEALED ELECTRIC MONITOR
Miniature snap action switch is incorporated into the frame leaf. Available in 4" through 8".
Full mortise ball bearing hinges.

NRP NOT NECESSARY AS HINGES ARE CROSS PINNED AND ARE NOT FIELD REMOVABLE.
To order use symbol EMN as suffix.

CONCEALED ELECTRIC THROUGH-WIRE
Four continuous electric conductors (28 gauge wire)
Available in 4" through 8".
Full mortise ball bearing, standard weight and heavy weight in steel and brass material.
NRP NOT NECESSARY AS HINGES ARE CROSS PINNED AND ARE NOT FIELD REMOVABLE.
To order use symbol ETW as suffix.

ETW-4 (4 wire)
ETW-6 (6 wire)
ETW-8 (8 wire)
ETW-10 (10 wire)
ETW-12 (12 wire)

CONCEALED ELECTRIC THROUGH-WIRE & MONITOR
This combines the four continuous electrical conductors and the miniature snap action switch to provide continuous circuit and monitor capabilities.
Available in 4" through 8".
Full mortise ball bearing, standard weight and heavy weight in steel and brass material.
NRP NOT NECESSARY AS HINGES ARE CROSS PINNED AND ARE NOT FIELD REMOVABLE.
To order use symbol ETM as suffix.

ETM-4 (4 wire)
ETM-6 (6 wire)
ETM-8 (8 wire)
ETM-10 (10 wire)
ETM-12 (12 wire)

The hospital tip feature is available on concealed electric hinges.

STANDARD WIRE LEAD - 8" PER SIDE: 28 GAUGE WIRE
Additional Wire Leads—must be bought in 4, 8, & 12 foot lengths

ELECTRIC HINGE REPAIR
Contact Hager Companies Sales and Service for instructions. (800) 325-9995